CURINSCAN

INTRODUCTION

Cosmetics industry is experiencing a real change in the consumer behaviour, who are now
switching to easy-to-use products that will give them instant benefits. In this context, peel-off
face masks became essential skincare products, and their growth continues rapidly. Indeed, the
masks help, at any time and quite instantaneously, to remove excess oil, to improve the
appearance of pores on the face and to hydrate the skin.
One of the factors driving the market is the rising demand for healthy, organic masks.
Consequently, formulators are constantly on the lookout for innovative natural eco-friendly
filmformation formulas. Thus, the characterization of these innovative formulations is a key
point to control. Indeed, the film-formation kinetics has an impact on the stability of the film, on
its properties and on its appearance.

In-situ &
contactless

Surface & bulk
measurement

For cosmetic formulators the CurinScan allows to :
1- Determine the characteristic times
➔ Optimal time to remove the mask
2- Understander the influence of the temperature,
humidity or the substrate on the film formation
➔ Realistic condition
3- Compare different formulations
➔ Good/Bad film | Fast/slow film formation

HOW IT WORKS

See attached CurinScan Technical Note

RESULTS
I- Determination of the different film
formation steps and characteristic times

Realistic experiment
conditions
On the other hand, the sample B presents an unexpected and very noisy
microscopic mobility.
This behavior could be due to film heterogeneity and/or a detachment
from the substrate
➔ The instrument allows to compare different formulations and to
determine the film formation steps & characteristic times.

II- Determination of the humidity and
temperature influence
It’s also possible to explore the influence of different conditions
(temperature, humidity, thickness, substrate porosity…) on the film
formation kinetics between different formulations.
The figure 4 shows the film formation kinetics of 2 different face masks at
different temperatures : 37°C and 25°C.

The figure 1 shows the microscopic dynamics (mD) versus time for
3 diffrents face masks at 37°C. The wet films thickness is 300μm.

Figure 1: Micro-dynamics as a function of time for 3 face masks at 37°C

Thee graph shows a clear identification of the different film formation
steps and allows to determine the characteristic time (film formation
time…).
The sample A, at 37°C and for 300μm thickness, forms a film in 18
minutes. At the same conditions, 37°C and for 300μm thickness, the
film formation time of the sample C is around 17 minutes.
Application Note : Monitor and compare film formation of cosmetics formulations

Figure 2: Micro-dynamics as a function of time for 2 face masks at different
temperatures

For all the experiment conditions, the instrument allows to identify the
different film formation steps and allows to determine the characteristic
time (film formation time…).

CURINSCAN
For the 2 samples the increase of the temperature (from 25°C to
37°C) accelerate the film formation kinetics.
Furthermore, the face mask A shows a more important sensitivity
to this temperature increase with a decrease of the film
formation time from 2h at 25°C to 18 minutes at 37°C compare
to face mask C with a decrease from 1h05 at 25°C to 17 minutes
at 37°C. Those results prove the temperature influence on the
film formation kinetics .

➔ This solution allows the formulators to compare, rank and screen
different formulations and film formation conditions.

➔ This solution allows the formulators to mimic the realistic
conditions and to optimize the film formation protocol &
process
The software allows also, thanks to its specific functionalities, to
easily rank the film formation kinetics of different formulations/
temperatures/ humidity/ thickness/ substrates…
The faster the microscopic dynamics evolution (mDE) increases,
the faster the film form.

CONCLUSION
We offer a new in-situ, non-invasive and
handy method to better understand your
different
materials, allowing to:
Monitor and know precisely the curing
and film formation kinetics
Determine the characteristic times
of the film formation process
Analyse from room temperature up to
250°C with humidity control
Evaluate the impact of the
formulation, the temperature, the
thickness, the humidity, the
substrate…
Optimize the manufacturing protocol

Figure 3: Micro-dynamics evolution as a function of time for 2 face masks at different
temperatures

The figure 3 shows the microscopic dynamics evolution (mDE)
versus time for the 2 face masks (discussed on the figure 4) at
different temperatures. The light green curve, the sample C at 37°C,
shows the fastest mDE increase, so the fastest film formation. The
dark blue curve, sample A at 25°C, shows the slowest mDE increase,
so the slowest film formation.
Here the variables parameter is the temperature, but it is possible
to vary the formulation ingredients, the humidity, the
thickness, the substrate…
The software also provides a quantitative information, the time
‘t90’ (in the red boxes, fig. 5). The ‘t90’ corresponds to the time
when the sample microscopic mobility is reduced by 90%. The ‘t90’
is of great interest for a wide range of applications where there is a
need to optimize the process and determine when microscopic
mobility reduces by 90%, so it is possible to start the next process
step.
For some formulation the ‘t90’ is associated the ‘’film formation
time’’.
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